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Introductlon

A-2-3

contact resistivitles.

2. Experirent
An ultra hish vacuun (UHV) conpatible

LPCVD reactor (base pressure 10-6 Pa) was

used for the experinents. A schenatic of the

batch system consisting of a hish-purity-
nitrogen-purged transfer chanber connected to
a resistance heated, horlzontal hot wall
furnace is shown in Fig. 1-. Details are given

elsewhere Lzl.

In the reactor epitaxial Ge filns
could be formed on silicon. To achleve
epitaxial Ge deposition, temperatures between

350oC and 400oC were applied. The total
pressure was kept in the range of 20 PB,
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Low-tenperature LPCVD with high-purity reactive, carrier, and
purge gases was used for the experinents. The Ge deposition was
found to be perfectl-y Si/Si0r-selective and Ge was used to fiII
up via holes. The fabricated 'structures were tested with respect
to their resistivities as well as their gettering and diffusion
source capabilities in Ge-contacted Si diodes. The results show
conpatibility with conventional Si technolory and reveal new
applications for Ge CVD in low-tenperature ULSI processing.

1.

Recently nuch attention has been payed

to germaniun in silicon technolory. Beside

SiGe aIIoys 1-6 ) also stluctures of
alternatins Si/Ge films 7l were lnvestigated.
Using several nonolayers of gernaniun,
superlattices and superstructures were

forned, in which the bandgap can be tailored
not only through the nunber of Ge atoms

incorporated, but also through the anount of
stress introduced into the lattice 8). So far
nainly nolecular beam epitaxy (MBE) has been

employed and remarkable progress has been

achieved recently 9'1-0). rn this work,
however, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) was

used. CVD has sone advantages like higher
throughput, in situ doping and selective
deposition 11-). In order to clarify the nore

conplex chemical vapor deposition process of
SiGe alloys, initiating low pressure CVD

(LPCVD) experinents of pure Ge were done. The

applicability of Ge CVD in Si processing was

checked by selectively fillins via holes with

Ge and testing the paraneters of Ge-contacted

p-n diodes as well as the correspondins GelSi
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FiS. 1: The ultraclean hot wall LPCVD furnace
which was used to deposit hish-quality
gernaniun and polysilicon.

while the GeH4 partiaf pressure was 1 Pa to

10 Pa. Ultraclean processing was realized by

using gases with noisture levels

case of HZ, N2, Si2H6 and PH3, and

for GeH4. The crystalline quality was checked

by electron diffraction and scanning electron

microscopy (SEM). The deposited thicknesses

were neasured by a Tencor Alpha Step.

In ord.er to prepare the diode sanples,

boron-doped substrates (4-7 Ohn cm) with
nirror-polished {fOO} surfaces were used.

Schenatics of the manufactured structures are

shown in FiS. 2; After growing a thernal
oxide the reverse sides were heavily boron-

doped to achieve a better contact to the

backside metallization. Then the sanples were

patterned. Before loading into the CVD

reactor they were cleaned in several cycles

in a 4zL solution of high-purlty HZS04:HZOZ,

DI water, and !o/o HF. Either Ge plus in-situ
poty-Si (Fig. Zal or, for conparison, only

poly-Si (Fig. 2b) were deposited afterwards.

The poly-Si was in-situ phosphorous-doped and

forned at 600oC out of a mixture of Si2H6, H2

and PH3 with a growth rate of about 5 nn/nin.

PoIy-Si was necessary on top of the germanlun

to ensure a reliable contact to the

evaporated alunlnun netallization which was

used on both sides of the wafers. Before

aluninun deposition the samples were treated

for t hour at tenperatures up to 800oC, after
AI evaporation the wafers were ternpered at
350 oC f or 30 rnin.

Kelvin structures were utilized in
order to determine the corresponding contact

resistivities. As shown in Fig. 3, the
samples were prepared in a sinilar way as

described above. In addition a heavily
phosphorous-doped region was forned in the

substrates to nake resistivity neasurenents
possible. No backside metallization was

necessary for this test. Again poly-Si
structures without Ge were produced for
comparison (Fig. 3b).

3. Results and Discussion

Since the deposited layers were about

500 nm thick, the crystalllnity of the Ge

filns was not as good as for Si epitaxy L2).

In the enployed region the discrepancies in

e Al --+

+ SiOz +

<-Al +
(o ) (b)

Fis. 2: The cross section of the diode
structures produced for the tests. a. ) The
Ge-contacted diode and b. ) the diode produced
with poly-Si for reference.

+ n+-poly Si +

SiOz +

(o) (b)

FiS.3: Schematics of the Kelvin structures
which were used to determine the GelSi
contact resitivities. a.) tne via holes
filled selectively with Ge. b.) The poly-
Si/Si contacts for conparison.
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(b)

nn/min at the enployed temperatures. As can

be seen in Fig. 2, no initial doping was used

to forn the p-n junctions. However, it was

not the intention of this work to build
heterodevices with the junctions at the GelSi

interfaces. The idea is rather taking
advantage of the g:ettering: capabilities of

1a\
germaniun r-o ' to remove inpurities from the
junction regions and at the sane time using
the Ge plugs as diffusion microsources for
forming shallow junctions in the Si substrate

at low temperatures. Fig. 5 shows the forward

and backward current densities of n*-p diodes

with (solid lines) and without Ge plugs
(dashed lines) which were annealed at 800oC.

WhiIe the reverse currents are conparable,

the slope in the forward current is a little
steeper in case of the Ge-contacted diodes

and the diode ideality factor is lmproved.

Here it nust be pointed out that, for easier
producibility, the diodes in this experinent

had rather large areas of 1.75*1-0-3 .r2. In
snaller devices a non-unifornity in the
distribution of the dopants caused by grain
boundary diffusion in the poly-Si should lead

100
with

without

600 700 800

Anneoting temperoture (t)

Fig. 6: The corresponding contact resistivi-
ties deternined. with the Kelvin structures
after annealing and drive-in temperatures of
600, 700, ?50 and 800 C. The contacting areas
were about 20 square nicrons big. Open
circles: Ge contacts, fitled circles: poly-Si
references.
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FiS. 4: SEM cross sections of selectively
filted contact holes. a.) Epitaxial facet
growth at a GeH4 partial pressure of 1 Pa.
b.) At l-0 Pa GeHa partial pressure the
contact can be filfed up uniformly.

the lattice constants and thernal expansion

coefficients between Si and Ge allow no

strained layer growth 4'7) with low defect

densities 3'5). Fig. 4 shows exanpres for
selectively filled contact holes. For GeH4

partial pressures around l- Pa (Fig. 4a) facet
growth occurs 11). At a partial pressure of

10 Pa via holes can be filled up uniformly
(Fig. 4b). The deposition rate was about 2

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Apptied vottoge (V)

Fig. 5: Forward and backward current
densities of n*-p diodes with Ge plug (solid
lines) and with poly-Si contact only (dashed
lines ) . The diode ideality factors are l-.00
and l-.06, respectively.
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to deviating results while a Ge-plug is able

to produce nore uniforn dopant distributions,
because the impurity diffusion coefficients
are bigger in Ge than in Si L4|.

The result for the contact
resistivities is plotted in Fig. 6. Since the

Ge-pIugs were initially undoped, a biS
reduction in the resitivities can be observed

for increasing annealing tenperatures whereas

the inprovement for the poly-Si reference
contacts is conparably snall. After annealing

at 800oC, however, the sarne resistivities can

be achieved for Ge and poly-Si contacts.

4. Sirnary
In the experinents presented germaniuur

was used firstly as contact naterial,
secondly for gettering inpurities to reduce

the trap density, and finally as a diffusion
nicrosource to forn p-n junctions in the Si

substrate. AII this could be achieved within
the sane process steps. It was possible to
forn hiSh quallty, Ge-contacted p-n
junctions. Furtheron it could be shown for
the first tine that Ge CVD is suitabfe to
fill up via hol-es selectively while achieving

contact resistivities conparable to poly-Si

contacts. The processes are conpatible with
conventional- Si technolory whil-e enploying

temperatures not higher than 800oC.
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